Pexip Virtual Courts
Across the globe, judiciaries trust Pexip to deliver technology for virtual and hybrid
court hearings, video arraignments, virtual interactions in corrections systems,
and policing, including tackling case backlogs created by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Pexip Virtual Courts enables the following:
• Tailored experiences enabling “true-to-life” court ﬂows
• Support for unlimited number of court ﬂows
• Custom branding for for improved end-user experience
• Separate End-user and Court system workﬂows
• Flexible deployment options for privacy and compliance
• APIs for scheduling, authentication, agent and reporting/compliance, including
integration into existing business workﬂows
• Integration support for recording and streaming
• Investment protection by leveraging your existing video estate

Judicial workﬂow using Pexip Virtual Courts
Before the hearing
This workﬂow shows how easily judicial staff can schedule proceedings: book a date for the
hearing, book a judge, set a time, select hearing type, invite participants into the hearing by
various groups e.g. Defense, Prosecution, Witness, and Press, etc.
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During the hearing
The right court workﬂow is selected for the speciﬁc hearing depending on the hearing type
chosen in the scheduling tool. Judges have full control over the proceeding and who
participates. Defense and prosecution teams remain separate in private, virtual waiting
rooms. The judge can then move these groups (or individuals, such as witnesses), between
private waiting rooms and the virtual courtroom at any time during the proceeding.
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After the hearing
Once a hearing ends, a video recording is automatically sent to participants and stored for
compliance and audits. This recording includes the session date and time, as well as
participant data. For compliance reasons, there is also an audit log.
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Learn more at www.pexip.com/virtual-courts

